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In 1897, we discovered the 
electrons…

electron



Skipping to 1937
muon

photon

electron



And now:



And now:

How do we make 
sense of all this?



We found some 
symmetries



We found some 
symmetries

And organized 
the particles 

into 3 families



Let’s focus on these 3



Let’s focus on these 3

muon (μ) tau (τ)electron



We can think of them as flowers

muon (μ) tau (τ)electron (e)



Let’s say a bee has to choose a flower



Let’s say a bee has to choose a flower

It should choose randomly…



Now let’s say we have many bees
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Now let’s say we have many bees

But what if?
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Could it be just 
a coincidence?

Or is there really 
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Time to go back to particles!



muon (μ) tau (τ)electron (e)

The flowers are the electron, muon and tau



muon (μ) tau (τ)

The bees are particles called B mesons

electron (e)



Physicists are testing if B mesons have a 
preference for one of the three families

*

? ?

muon (μ) tau (τ)electron (e)



We produce B mesons using large particle colliders

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ncJQSJ72xGiFYqeQL2HDaGGx6qL_B9eE/view


Particle collisions produce a lot of energy

And many new particles appear… including B mesons



or
electrons (e) muons (μ) taus (τ)

B mesons are not stable particles,
they can decay to:
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B mesons are not stable particles,
they can decay to:

? ?

With our detectors we can look for:

or
electrons (e) muons (μ) taus (τ)

or
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And like with the flowers, calculate a ratio:

?
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And like with the flowers, calculate a ratio:

Too complicated!

RK ~
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And like with the flowers, calculate a ratio:

Too complicated!

RK ~

Bs prefer electrons or 
muons?

If no preference, RK=1

?

?

?

?



We observe this:

If everything was fair

The latest    
observation

Different 
experiments:

RK ~



There is indication that the 
universe might not be fair…

But we are still not sure…
we need more bees!
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There is indication that the 
universe might not be fair…

But we are still not sure…
we need more bees!

Stay tuned for more 
exciting results!


